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ABSTRACT

Bronchogenic and other duplication cysts are congenital abnormalities that can present at any age including adulthood years. They are usually asymptomatic and discovered incidentally on radiological imaging of the chest. They are commonly treated by surgical resection. Recently, endobronchial ultrasound has been used to assist in diagnosis when radiologic imaging is not definitive. Endobronchial ultrasound has been used rarely to drain infected cysts, a rare complication of the bronchogenic cyst. We present a unique case of an infected large bronchogenic cyst treated with endobronchial ultrasound drainage combined with conservative medical therapy. We also review the scarce available literature describing such an approach and its potential complications and add recommendations based on our experience in managing these anomalies.

1. Introduction

Bronchogenic cysts represent a spectrum of bronchopulmonary malformations that result from an abnormal budding of the tracheobronchial tree during fetal development. Most bronchogenic cysts (BCs) are located in the mediastinum with 15%–20% occurring in the lung parenchyma, mostly in lower lobes. Communication with the airway is rare but can predispose to cyst infection [1–4]. Most patients with mediastinal BC are asymptomatic and found incidentally on radiological imaging of the chest. The most frequent symptoms are cough (the most common presentation), dyspnea, fever and pain [1,3,4]. Some patients present with complications, including respiratory distress from airway compression, infection, vascular compression, malignant transformation or airway fistulae [3,4]. Mediastinal BC is usually diagnosed with CT scan or MRI revealing fluid density or resonance in the abnormality detected [4]. BCs are treated with resection even when asymptomatic due to the small increased risk of malignancy [5]. However, not all authors agree with this invasive approach [6]. Surgical drainage and resection of the cyst has been the classic approach for complicated or large mediastinal cysts [7]. This is reported to prevent rupture and seepage of the fluids, especially if infected, into the mediastinum and pleural space [7]. Moreover, minimally invasive surgical methods, such as mediastinoscopy, percutaneous drainage approach and endobronchial ultrasound-transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) now appear safe [8–11].

2. Case presentation

A 33-year-old male had symptoms of cough, sputum production and shortness of breath 4 months before admission. He presented with symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection with fever, chills, productive cough and retrosternal chest pain. He had these symptoms start shortly after a previous similar episode. He denied weight loss. On exam, the patient was tachycardic, with a heart rate of 150 bpm. Otherwise his exam was normal. Laboratory workup revealed leukocytosis and normal chemistry panel and thyroid function panel. Blood cultures were negative. EKG showed atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular response that converted to sinus rhythm with medical treatment. His CXR showed a widened mediastinum and possible lung infiltrates. CT of the chest revealed a mediastinal homogeneous mass with fluid density, located within the prevascular space and sub-carinal area measuring approximately 8.6 × 2.4 cm (Fig. 1-a, b, c). It was thought his atrial fibrillation was directly related to compression of the cyst on the atria or related to the inflammation/irritation caused by the
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infected cyst on the atrial wall. We performed EBUS flexible bronchoscopy in the operating room under general anesthesia. A round hypoechoic structure, suspicious for a septated cystic lesion was detected. A fine needle aspiration was performed under direct visualization removing 50 ml of thick yellow material after single puncture of the cyst. Cytology from the aspirate was negative; culture grew *Streptococcus viridans*, *Coryneform bacteria* and *Prevotella melaninogenica*. The patient was treated with antibiotics. He improved significantly and was discharged to be evaluated for resection after infection was controlled. The patient was evaluated by a multidisciplinary approach and referred to an advanced thoracic surgery quaternary center. Due to the complexity and location of the cyst and resolution of symptoms at time of the evaluation, the conservative approach of follow up was elected. He was treated with 4 weeks of Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid and was followed up clinically at 3 months intervals. He had CT scans every 6 months for the first year and yearly thereafter.

3. Discussion

We believe the cyst we encountered in this case to be a bronchogenic cyst given the location in the subcarinal and prevascular mediastinal location. The absence of other systemic symptoms or manifestations make acquired cystic diseases like lymphoma or hydatid cyst unlikely. Esophageal cysts are usually tubular and in close association with the esophagus unlike our case that is extensive and extends to the prevascular space. Cytologic examination of aspirate did not reveal any lymphocytic or thymic tissue effectively ruling out lymphomas and thymus related cysts. Other etiologies like pericardial cyst is highly unlikely based only on location.

Infection is a rare complication of bronchogenic cysts but it is among the most serious, potentially life-threatening conditions. Early presentation of cyst infection is vague and nonspecific. It often will progress insidiously over time [1] as probably occurred in our patient. Delayed treatment increases risk of complications. Thus, early diagnosis and prompt management would likely assure a good prognosis [1,12].

There is little argument on the usefulness of EBUS in diagnosis of bronchogenic cysts [13]. The ultrasonic characteristics of the cyst can be assessed accurately. The EBUS commonly shows the BC as anechoic or hypoechoic well defined structure without color flow signal and differentiates it from tumors or vascular abnormalities. It can also show septations, the presence of hyperechoic thickening within the cyst walls in case of complications [13,14]. It can also examine the echogenicity of the fluid similar to pleural fluids and help assess if it is a source of infection depending on the fluid characteristics [15].

The issues with using EBUS in sampling the structure or in drainage of suspected infected cysts are multifaceted. In the case of a non-complicated cyst, inserting the needle through the bronchoscopic channel and then into the sterile environment of a cyst will surely increase the risk of getting it infected [16]. In the case of an infected bronchogenic cyst, a needle puncture might cause leakage of the infected fluid into the mediastium, or cause rupture of the cyst with grave consequences [7,11,17]. In both instances, the needle aspiration would not per se prevent re-accumulation of the fluids and thus the recurrence of BC [18]. In addition, It would not eliminate the theoretical increased risk of malignancy since the wall of the cyst persists even though it may not refill with fluids [5]. In a systematic literature review by Maturu et al., 32 patients identified by 26 case reports had EBUS guided drainage of bronchogenic cysts for therapeutic (most commonly) and diagnostic.

Fig. 1. A and B showing mid and lower sections through the fluid filled bronchogenic cyst in the subcarinal location. C shows the uppermost border of the cyst and its extension into the pre-vascular space (Arrow).
reasons. Only 5 patients had complications of which 4 were infectious. There were no deaths and no recurrences over 14 months of follow up [15]. Other authors later described complications of mediastinitis, pneumonia and cystic rupture with the use of EBUS [7,11,17,19].

Complete Surgical excision, on the other hand, ensures the lack of recurrence and eliminates the theoretical risk of malignancy, since the wall of the cyst is removed [5]. That said, the surgical approach is not free of problems [20]. Most of the cysts are in the mediastinum and require at least VATS for complete removal, if not thoracotomy [21]. These procedures are major operations. The latter has significant mortality and morbidity [20]. If the cyst were infected, it would be impossible for the surgeon to empty the cyst and remove its wall without contaminating the mediastinum [3]. In addition, infection causes an inflammatory reaction resulting in adhesions and infiltration of the inflammation to nearby structures [22]. This can make surgery very risky given the location of the cysts near vital structures. There are multiple reports of recurrence after surgery especially if complete excision is not performed [23–25].

In our experience in draining bronchogenic cysts, several factors and maneuvers might affect the outcome. These are mainly anecdotes that are yet to be verified in randomized trials that are unlikely to be performed given the rarity of the anomaly. First, to prevent recurrence of the cyst, complete drainage is critical. Allowing the cystic walls to collapse, along with the injury induced by needle penetration, can induce enough inflammation enough to cause the adhesion of the cavity walls and reduce recurrence risk [18,26,27]. To do this, the needle needs to be placed in the most dependent part of the cyst (i.e. near the posterior wall of the cyst if the patient is lying flat or the inferior wall of the cyst if the patient is sitting during the bronchoscopic procedure). Applying suction multiple times to the needle will facilitate emptying the cyst while keeping the needle in its place. Emptying the cyst from the first attempt is important in preventing spillage of the contents into the mediastinum or to the airway. In addition, like any infected space, complete drainage is important in controlling sepsis. Second, in our experience, prophylactic antibiotics during the drainage of sterile cysts can prevent infections of the cyst. We base this on the recommendations set in the American Society of Gastroenterology Endoscopy (ASGE) guidelines and commonly extend the antibiotic prophylaxis per the recommendations to 3–5 days [28]. These recommendations are weak recommendations and not based on randomized trials as mentioned above. Third, in the case of an infected mediastinal cyst, the priority should be to drain the septic source using the least invasive method until stabilization of clinical status is achieved. EBUS or EUS drainage is well suited given the simplicity and the low risk of endoscopic procedures per se, especially when compared to risk of a surgical procedure in infected or septic patients [22]. Fourth, after resolution of sepsis and stabilization of clinical status, complete surgical excision can be assessed [22]. The risk and benefit ratio of this approach needs to be discussed with the patient and follow up only offered as an alternative. If complete excision is not possible, then surgical approach is probably not justified since BC has been reported to recur in these instances [23–25]. In addition, incomplete resections do not eliminate the theoretical risk of malignancy and offers no advantage in our opinion over the less invasive bronchoscopic approach. Treatment with toxic agents such as ethanol injection into the cyst wall or doxorubicin injection for sclerosing can be attempted. This approach can induce inflammation and may make it difficult to differentiate septic from chemical inflammatory reactions. In addition, the use of sclerosing agent is rare in the literature and should be attempted if recurrence occurs and patient is not a surgical candidate [23].

In our case, the patient was evaluated for surgical resection after resolution of sepsis and elected follow up over the risk of surgery. There is no known optimal duration of follow up and recurrence has been noted after (24–36) months of treatment in some cases. Until now (32 months) our patient has not had a recurrence. If follow up is chosen as an approach for management, it might not be unreasonable to recommend follow up on yearly basis after multiple CT scans in the initial year showed continued absence of recurrence. Follow up should probably be continued for at least 36 months since there are currently no reports that suggest recurrence can occur later than that.

4. Conclusion

The optimal strategy for management of patients with infected mediastinal bronchogenic cysts remains unknown. EBUS-TBNA can be both diagnostic and therapeutic. Single needle aspiration with total drainage of cyst contents along with appropriate follow-up is a viable alternative to surgery in patients with infected mediastinal BC [26]. Surgical resection may be entertained if needle aspiration is unsuccessful [22,29] and after stabilization from sepsis. Prophylactic antibiotics for aspiration of sterile cyst can prevent infection of the cyst per expert opinion. If bronchoscopic approach alone is chosen, follow up for at least 36 months is suggested [1,30,31].
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